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Financial Education for All Ages! The Little Money Book is a game invented to teach children,
and adults how to create wealth from the ground floor up! It consists of simple rules, an easy to
follow 3 part system, and some important mind sets for players to learn. The game is a daily
process and is GREAT FUN to play! It causes players to FOCUS on generating money on a daily
basis and THAT WHICH WE FOCUS ON EXPANDS!Use of this little game is GUARANTEED to
create a flow of income to you by aligning you with the UNIVERSAL LAWS OF MONEY. It
teaches in a SMALL way, methods that are used by the BIGGEST, most successful businesses
in the WORLD!The Little Money Book teaches (through hands on experience) how to budget
money, create passive income sources, take immediate action, set specific goals, and think as a
business owner. This is all done IN A FUN AND CREATIVE WAY! It is a great way to teach
children and ADULTS how the money system works!Players start with $1.00, (5) envelopes, and
a ledger. (Sample ledger page included.)Each envelope is assigned a percentage (designated
by the player) with the 5 envelopes totaling 100%. The money is then distributed into the
envelopes and accounted for in your ledger.Each envelope has a specific and important
purpose. One is labeled "Wealth Building" and is used to buy assets for resale, loan money at
interest, negotiate deals, advertising, and so on. The Little Money Book teaches you to assign
value to each and every task you do in life. If someone asks you to get them a cup of coffee,
NEGOTIATE a DEAL and charge $0.25 cents for it! Remember to start high as a counter offer is
to be expected!The players mission is to accumulate as much money as possible to fill the
envelopes and update their ledger DAILY. Money from pre-existing income sources CANNOT be
used.This forces players to start from scratch with creative ideas! Return bottles and cans. Find
loose change. Set up a lemonade stand. Grow a garden and set up a vegetable stand. Find a
free item that has value and SELL IT! The possibilities are endless!personal finance system 101,
investing guide 101, educational service 101, money management 101, money system 101,
creative and fun 101, wealth development 101The Little Money Game is a book designed to
become your individual personal finance system 101. This book is an investing guide 101 for you
to start with one dollar and use applied educational service 101 to your money management 101
system. This little book is a perfect money system 101 and is creative and fun 101! This will help
with your wealth development!passive income strategies, how to earn money, how to make
money, how to invest, how to start a business, asset building, how to get rich, how to sell, how to
become wealthy, wealth building, money management, financial strategies, personal finance,
wealth creation, get rich quick, financial education, how to become a millionaire, get out of debt,
passive income sources, passive income opportunities, earn passive income, how to earn
passive income, how to gain passive income sources, wealth creation,
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Sarley83, “Insightful Read. This book is full of information imperative to making money and none
of it was ever taught to us by parents or teachers.”

Goddess, “Awesome        . Good read, Awesome activity, Money  made a lot of since.
Quick read but its straight forward   Applied  knowledge”

Sunshine, “Powerful idea's yet simple.. Simple way to improve your finances in an easy to use
format. If you  believe we're in a simulation and want the rules read this book!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Primer. No BS, Pure Value.... Straight to the point. Priceless info
articulated in a very efficient manner. Easy read, and the concepts are super easy to digest. I
will be looking for additional products by Mr. Barnes.”

Trinitiiii, “I took notes. Can’t wait to put this knowledge into application. I made my ledger &
envelopes as I read to be sure not to simply be reading, and actually take it all in. Im grateful to
be in a position of receiving when this “fell into my lap”.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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